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Toppling Tulsa

Keeping it kosher
Restaurant opening iri
Arena will have kosher
menu - SEE NEWS,A2

Volleyball t~kes down top C-USA
team in straight sets - SEE sPoRrs, A7

-

SGJ\ voting

ft

endstoday

•

Wmners to be 3:0nounced at 6 p.m.

a

JEFFREY RILEY
Online News Editor
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Trends

TAKING GREEN
TOTHE

EXTREM

The owner of Luscious Garage is
wondering whether the electric wall
outlet will be the"gas tank'' ofthe future.
Drivers of gas-sipping hybrid vehicles are
increasingly intere~ed in converting
their vehicles from gasoline-powered to
electric,.according to garage owner and
· lead technician Carolyn Coquillette.
Oients of the San Francisco garage are
investing big bucks to make their green
t
cars even greener.
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Breaking
news on
your cell

•

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword .
UCFNEWS to 44636.

•
AROUND CAMPUS,A2

..

LEARN TO CLARIFY
VALUES RELATED TO
DECISION-MAKING-.

,,

•
.
•

Participate in an auction in Ferrell
Commons Room 185-C on Thursday
that will help clarify values related to
career and major decision-making.
Identify your vaJ.µes and learn how to
match them up to your career choice.

-M iddle East discussed at Lou Frey symposium_
- JEFF WEINER
•

On Monday, in front of a
packed house in the Pegasus
Grand Ballroom, ·retired Congressman Lou Frey kicked off
the 2008 edition of the Lou
Frey Institute Fall Symposiwn.
The day portion of the
event, "Considering the Middle East," featured 11 speakers
from a wide array of fields and
backgrounds with the goal of
outlining and defining the
threats in that region and the
effectiveness of the Bush
administration and of other
nations in dealing with those

f'\

LOCAL & STATE,A2

JEFF WEINER

HEAD OF NASA CENTER
IN MISSISSIPPI WILL .
TAKE OVER KENNEDY

Contributing Writer

..
NATION & WORLD, A4

•

threats.
'We're going to hand off to
you the greate5t nwnber of
problems we've ever faced in
the history of our nation," said ·
retired Lt. Gen Jay Gamer to'
the audience of mostly stu,.
dents. Garnet;-, formerly the
commander ofthe reconstruction efforts in Iraq, served as
keynote speaker for the mom- .
ing half of the ~ent.
Gamer expressed reservations about the new Iraqi govemment's ability to lead ifU.S.
forces begin to leave Iraq in
coming years, which he said
could lead to civil war.
"Of all ofthe agendas in the

LIANA COLE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

AT LEAST 168 DEAD
AFTER STAMPEDE
AT HINDU TEMPLE

Iraqi government, they're all
sectarian,'' Gi,1m.er said "'Ibat
won't work" ' · · ·
Gamer, who discussed several failings in the planning
and execution of the U.S invasion of Iraq, placed much of .
the blame on shortsightedness
and a lack of understanding of
the region ar1c :-fradical Islam.
''The radical Islamic movement didn't start on September 11th, 2001," Garner said.
''It's been ·with us here for 20
years."
Islamic fundamentalism
was one of the main topics
·PLEASE SEE

NBC News c~rrespondent Lisa Myers spoke
at the Lou Frey lnstitute's Fall Symposium on
Monday about politics in the Middle East.

Lisa
Myers,
se_nior
investigative correspondent
for NBC News, spoke before a
crowd of students, teachers
and school officials Monday
about a region she called "one
of the most complex and dangerous in the world"
Lou Frey, founder of the
Lou Frey Institute of Politics
and Government, called
Myers ''uniquely qualified" to
provide insight . into the
night's topic: the Middle East.
Myers, who was the
keynote speaker for the
evening portion of the Lou

.

SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Early childhood education sophomore Raissa Simon votes for the SGA Senate outside the
Student Union on Tuesday.The election _results will be released today at 6 p.m.

SPEAKERS ON AS

·NBC News correspondent ·
highlights evening session_·

The head of NASA's Stennis Space
Center in Mississippi will take over at
the Kennedy Space Center next
month. The space agency announced
Tuesdi!Y that William Parsons was
stepping down to pursue
opportunities in tlle private sector.

•

LIANA COLU CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

_Congressman Lou Frey watches Lisa Myers speak Monday at the Lou Frey Symposium. Frey has served for 1oyears on Congress.

Contributing Writer
~

·

www.UCFNews.com

Today is the last day that
voting will be open for the 41st nwnber of voters might be
SGASenate.
due to more voting booth
Voting opens today at 8 am. locations.
and will close at 5 p.m. and is
"I think a big part of that is
online at www.my.ucf.edu.
having two poWng stations,"
After voting ends, the elec- · Hughes said. ''We are actually ·
tronic numbers will be tallied,· picking up a lot more votes
and the winners will be this year from the Rec and
announced at about 6 p.m. in Wellness Center that. we
front of the Student Union.
haven't had a polling station
Coverage of the elections, . there in the past. That is helpincluding the complete list of ing."
·
election results, will be at
So far, campaigning has
www,UCFnews.com after the boiled down to two larger
results are released
.
tickets. Tickets are non-sancSo far everything has gone tioned, collective blocs of canfine, and there has -!2een an ditlates.
increase in the nwnbe.r of votThis year, the two tickets
ers, -Elections Commissioner are the Golden Ticket, dressed
Sean Hughes said There has in yellow, and the Real UCF
also been no complaints from . Ticket, dressed in red. The
the building managers who Golden Ticket has 15 memapproved the campaigning bers, and the Real UCF Ticket
booths set up in front of vari- has 45.
ous buildings around campus. ·
Candidates from both tick"It's gone very smoothly," ets said that they have seen
Hughes said. "We've had a positive response this election
much higher turnout than in cycle.
previous years."
·
PLEASE .'.sEE MORE ON A6
Hughes said the higher

On Monday,Judge Miriam Goldman
Cedarbaum tossed out a lawsuit alleging
ladies' nights at dubs discriminate against
men.The judge said that nightclubs and
bars can price their products however
they want because they are not acting as
representatives of the state.

•

For election
results, go to

Frey Institute's Fall Sympo:silun, also addressed the environment, the economy and
the presidential election.
"I think this is shaping up
to be the election of a lifetime," Myers said She emphasized the difficulties facing the
U.S. and its next president in
coming years.
.
''Whoever prevails in this
election will face a staggering
list of difficult issues," Myers
said
Myers discussed i:i wide
array of problems facing the
next president, including
threats frorrr'nuclear proliferPLEASE S.EE

UCF nearing deal
for empty houses
JESSICA J. SAGGIO
I

Opinions Editor

As the empty houses along
Greek Park continue to rot,
and eager unhoused organizations plea for a home to call
their own, the i.m..iversity is in
the process of purchasing the
former Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Sigma Phi Epsilon houses.
Gregory Mason, director of
fraternity/sorority housing
and development, made a visit
to the Panhellenic ·and
Interfraternity councils last
week to announce an update
that UCF is proposing an offer

MYERS ON AS

· in the range of $1.45 million for
one of the houses.
He said the negotiations
are still in the appraisal
process, but hopeful organizations should expect to see the
facilities renovated by fall
. 2009, if all goes as planned
"The houses were originally built by the alumni of each
of those respective organizations (meaning the university
did not build or construct the
houses)," Mason said inanemail "However1 the sublease
agreemel_lt stipulates that,
PLEASESEE GREEKS ON A6

Thousands of pilgrims panicked by
false rumors of a bomb stampeded at
a Hindu temple in India on Tuesday,
killing at least 168 people. The disaster
occurred as the doors ·were being ·
opened for worship at dawn.

•
•
•
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AROUND

CAMPUS
New.sand notices for
the UCF community .

Use auction to clarify choices
Participate in an auction
Thursday in Ferrell Commons
Room 185-C from 4 p.m. to 5
p.m. that will help clarify values related to career and major
decision-making. Identify your
personal and work values and
learn how those match up to
career choice.
For more information, contact Career Services at 407-8232361
or
e-mail
career@mail.ucf.edu.

fall expo a chance for career help
The Fall Career Expo will
take place today from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. in the UCF. Arena and
will ·provide the opportunity
for employers to discuss career
' _a nd employment opportunities
with students, graduates and
alumni.
For more information, contact Career Services at 407-823- ·
2361
or
e-mail
career@mail.ucf.edu.

Lecture abQut Mexico on Friday
In Psychology 108 at 2:30
p.m. Friday, anthropologist
Ramona Perez will give a lecture about Mexico.
Contact Elayne Zorn at 407823-2206 for more information.

-

LOCAL
&STATE Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Head of NASA center in Mississippi
will take over at Kennedy
CAPE CANAVERAL -:-The
head of NASA'.s Stennis Space
Center in Mississippi will take
over at the Kennedy Space
Center next month.
The
space . agency
announced Tuesday . that
William Parsons was stepping
down to pursue opportunities
in the private sector.
Parsons joined the space
agency in 1990. He also worked
as shuttle program manager
and deputy director at the
Johnson Space Center.
Parsons V<fil be replaced by
Robert Cabana, a former astronaut who was named director
at Stennis in October 2007.
Cabana was previously deputy
director at Johnson Space Center in Houston and chief of
NASA'.s Astronaut Office.

Man who followed high-speed
chase died of rare bacteria
PANA¥A, CITY - Panama
. City medical examiners say a
. man who died following a highspeed police chase had a rare
form of cholera-causing bacterium.
Steven M. Harrison was
unconscfous in the back seat of
a car that led police on a Sept.
23 chase. Sheriff's officiaJ.s were
initially warned Harrison may
have had a different flesh-eat-:
ing bacterial disease.
Medical examiners said
Monday he instead had vibrio
vulnificus, a bacterium·usually
caused by raw seafood. He was
susceptible
to
infection
because of a weak liver.
According to the Center for
Disease Control, the bacterium
is rare but most prominent in
the Gulf Coast ·states, where
more than 900 cases were
reported from 1988 to 2006.

Tampa man arrested after calling

9-1-1 about 50 times in September

TAMPA - A Tampa man
who thought he could dial 9-1-1
whenever he needed medication or a ride has been arrested
after making about 50 such.
calls in September alone.
Tampa police say 55-yearold Isidoro Acosta Jr. had been
warned repeatedly about making non-emei;gency phone calls
to 911. But on Sunday, he called
the number again.
This time, paramedics
called police and had him
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4
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fresentation on managing time
On Thursday in Room 223 of ·
the Student Union from 6 p.m.
to 7 p.m., there will be a presentation/discussion by Larry
Marks about how to manage
time more effectively. Tips and
resources on how to structure
your time to increase your productivity and decrease stress
due to feeling pressed for time.
For more information, .contact Teresa Chmelir at 407-8232811
or
e-mail
· tmichael@mail.ucf.edu.

•
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407-4474558

New kosher restaurant to open on·campus

Editor-in-Chief
Padrick Brewe~x213
editor@[entmlRoridaFuture.r.om

ROBYN SIDERSKV

Siger thinks the addition
of the kosher restaurant will
draw more Jewish students
who keep kosher to UCF.
"It's much easier for students to look at UCF as a
viable option," Siger said
At the University of Florida, students can purchase a
meal plan at Hillel and eat all
their meals there. UCFs Hillel doesn't have that option,
nor does the current meal
plan.
If Middle Eastern and
Mediterrane;m food isn't
your thing, Balagan will.serve

Staff Writer

A restaurant .will open its
doors in mid-October and it
will have a menu unlike all
others on the UCF campus: A
kosher menu.
After last year's battle to
get a meal plan catered to students who follow the Jewish
dietary laws, Nicolas Mazzawi, the former owner of Joffrey's, Mrs. Fields and Hozan
Gourmet. saw the need for a
kosher restaurant, and took
the idea to Rabbi Jonathan
Siger, at Hillel, a Jewish
organization on campus.
'We both felt that this was
a need that could be
addressed," Siger said
The restaurant will. feature a menu of many popular
Middle Eastern foods, such
as schwarma, falafel and
hUnimus. Not mµy will the
menu conform to the laws of
Kashrut, but also Halal, food
guidelines which many Muslims follow.
Currently, students who
observe these dietary laws
don't have many options for
food. Hillel and Chabad,
another Jewish organization,
offer kosher options, but they
aren't the most convenient
for students who choose to
follow the rules every time
.they decide to eat
The name, Balagan, is an
Israeli slang word meaning
"everything is up in the air''
or"chaos."
The ownership and management of Balagan gives its
name even more meaning.
It's owned by a __Christian
Israeli-Arab from· Nazareth
· and managed by an Orthodox Israeli-Moroccan Jew
who were introduced by a
reform rabbi from New York
The idea has been in the
works since last spring; when
there was a big push for an
additional option of a kosher
meal plan.
The kitchen of Balagan
will be certified by Shimon
Buskila, a certified mashgiach, an expert in Jewish
dietary laws and kosher meal
preparation.
The restaurant will have
the full endorsement of the
Greater Orlando Board of
Rabbis and the Orthodox
Rabbinical Board of South
Florida
"Everybody will be satis. fled with this level ofsupervision," Buskila said, "even the
most observant."
The laws· of Kashrut .are
designed to increase the spiritual discipline, Buskila
explained. It's about thinking
about what you're consuming before you consume it,
and having appreciation for
the food we eat. and for the

hamburgers, . chicken and
fries as well as the more ethnic foods. These will also be
kosher.
Jewis];i students are excited for th!;! new option for
them to eat on campus. .
;'I think it's a great movement toward accommodating everyone," said Sam
Shtulman, a junior ·religious
studies major.
Shtulman said he's likely
to go there because he keeps
kosher, and although it's not
in the Student Union and easily accessible, he'll
go.

still

News Editor

"If people want it. they're
willing to walk the extra five

Tara Young x213
News.CFF@gmailr.om

minutes to get something different." Shtulman said
Ariel Levy, a senior management information systems major, is excited as well
He also keeps kosher, and .
currently doesn't eat a lot of
meat He travels to a restau=rant in Altamonte Springs to
eat it. which isn't often.
"I thirik that's amazing,"
Levy said·~ lot ofthe kids on
campllS will be happy."
He said he'll probably be
there the day it opens.

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Riley x213
Of!/ine.CFF@gmail/J/111

Opinions Editors
Nathan Christopher and
Jessica Saggio x213
Opinions.CFF@gmailr.om

Sports Editor
Brian Murphy x215
Sports.CFF@gmail.r.om

Variety Editor
Whitney Hamrick x214
Variety.CFF@gmallr.om

Photo Editor
Sarah Rog_ers
Photo.CFF@gmailrom

Staff Writers

BaLaGclN

Ryan Bass, William Goss, Jillian Krotki,
Shahdai Richardson, Kelda Senior,
Robyn Sidersky, Kari Wilberg, William Perry
Melissa Chadbourne, Jonathan Hohensee,
. Allen Levin, Ashley lnguanta

kosher medlterranean cafe

sandwiches rserved on fresh PitaJ

Staff Photographers
Caitlin Bush, Andy Jacobsohn,
Corey Maynard, Greg Territo,
Amanda Moore, Reema Desai, Liana Cole,
Rayma Jenkins, Sharon Weaver·

fall sandwiches served with hummus. tehina and israeli salad)

Falafel
(seasoned.deep fried fava and garb1U1zo beans. WB?/ better than it sounds.)

Copy Editors
Chris Hoadley, Lauren Erlich

Shawarma

(Shaved; slow i;oasted beef, lamb or chicken. The way gyros sh_o uld be.)

Coluqmist
Benjamin Badio

Schnitzel
(Golden-brown, crispy, tender fried chicken cutlet.)

Graphic Artists
Cara Cooper,
Joseph Marigabat, Brad Walkover

Grilled chickenbreast
(The breast meat of a chicken. Grilled.)

Editorial Adviser
Abraham Aboraya

Hamburger
(You know what this is. 9t,Jrs are made with kosher ground sirloin.)

adviser@[entralFloridaFuture.r.om

Shakshuka 1
(The Italians have peppers 'n eggs. It's like that.)
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BUSINESS
407-447-4555

.

Kehah

:

Advertising Sales Director

.

Mark Lanaris x204

(Cubes of meat or chicken marinated and skewered, then grilled.) ·

MarkL@KnightNewspapers.com

University Sales Director

Hotdog
(served on a ban with a side of fries)

Heissam Jebailey x201
Heissaml@KnightNewspapers.com

Platters

Business Manager

.

Trisha Irwin x212

~served with Your choice of two "salads" J

Trishal@KnightNewspapers.com'

Shawarma

•

.,

Distribution Manager

Schnitzel
Grilled Chicken Breast
. Kebab
Falafel

Ryan McDonald x211
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com.

•

General Manager

Jerusalem. Mi;,,t

Raymond G. Bush x220

Gulash

RayB@KnightNewspapers.com

Fax: 407-447-4556
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(Beef Stew) served over rice
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earth.
.
Kosher food is usually on
the healthier side and is
extremely clean. A kosher
kitchen must pass the inspec.tion of a rabbi, such as Buskila. Everything is washed very
carefully, and there must be
no insects or bugs.
The restaurant will be a
part of what Mazzawi is call-.
ing a food court in the Arena.
Currently, the only other
· restaµrant open is Boba
Tease, a restaurant with different types of teas.
·
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One free copy of the Central Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
approvalfor$1 each. Newspapertheftisa crime.
Violators may be subject to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University discipline.

LETUSKNOW

LOCAL WEATHER
Today
MOSTLY
SUNNY

High:90°
low:-67°
Lr

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: A20 percent chance of percipitation with winds west-southwest at 9 mph.
Tonight A 10 percent chance of rain
and a maximum humidity of 75 percent and wind at 8 mph.

0

Thursday
MOSTLY SUNNY

Friday
PARTLY CLOUDY

High:85°
low:66°
High:86°
low:70°
-.I

The Future wants to hear
froin you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
-Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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Students celebrate Jewish New Year tonight
JAKE BRIDGES
',

.

.,

Staff Writer

_A t sunset tonight, the
Judaic high holy day of
Rosh Hashanah will conclude and the Jewish New
Year will officially begin.
As explained by Rabbi
Chaim Lipskier of UCF
Chabad, a Jewish student
organization at UCF, Rosh
Hashanah is essentially
the Jewish New Year.
"This is when we look
back on the year and see
what we have accomplished,", Lipskier said.
"We look at the world
around ·us and how we
ha~ affected it."
According
to
Chabad.org,
Rosh
Hashanah begins. on
Tishrei 1, which is the first
day of the Hebrew calendar. Rosh Hashanah also
leads into the next Judaic
holiday, Yorn Kippur,
which is,the day of atonement in the faith.
As Lipskier said; Rosh
Hashanah started Monday
at sunset this year and will
conclude at sunset o_n
Wednesday.
During the two days
and three nights of the holiday, members of the Judaic faith attend numerous
services, festive meals and
the ceremonial s·o unding
of the shofar, which is central to the entire holiday. ,
The shofar, or ram's
horn, is sounded during
special services throughout the week. As Rabbi
Lipskier explained, - the
shofar is meant to symbolize the coronation of God
as king to -t he Jewish people.
As is the case for most
cultures and their holidays, tradition takes a central
role
in ~ Rosh
Hashanah.
Besides the shofar, the
holiday comes with many
traditions, which generally
concern food.
Rabbi Lipskier iqenti-

fied apples dipped in honey as
a traditional Rosh Hashanah
dish because it signifies a year
of sweetness that the Judaic
people hope for.
Also, Lipskier explained,
some like to eat the head of a•
fish to signify the desire to
gain wisdom from the past and
future. Others, he said, consume the many-seeded pomegranate.
"This is for the seeds," he
said. "Everyone has many different good traits in them like
seeds of a pomegranate."
Besides food, Jewish people

exchange a Hebrew greeting it is focused more on reflection
wishing each other good for- and on what we have accomtune for the new year, as well plished and what re.m ains to
as saying a special prayer be accomplished," Lipskier
known as Tashlich, which is said. "It is a time for introspec-.
meant to be said near a body of tion, reflection and resolutions. It is a mix of enjoyment,
water.
In American culture, the celebration and connecting."
· Though Lipskier admits it
New Year's celebration generally involves similar merri- is a more somber atmosphere
ment and reflection, but as than the typical American
Lipskier explained, the Judaic New Year'.s celebration, there
celebration is far more rever- is no shortage of enjoyment
ent.
through family and food.
"For most, [the new year] is
Chabad Vice President
a celebration of something Daniel Seef, a native of South
new, but for the Judaic culture, Africa, said that his family typ-

ically entertained more than tlie week, including an expect60 people at their home during ed 200 on Wednesday mornthe Jewish holiday.
ing at the Chabad facility.
Since coming to the U.S.,
UCF Chabad will conclude
Seef has still been able to its Rosh Hashanah services
maintain the celebration of the today with a service at 10 a.m.,
holiday through the Chabad the sounding of the shofar at student center about a mile · 11:30 a.m., and a festive meal at
1:30 p.m.
from campus.
.
"Chabad has become a sec,All events will take place at
ond family to me," he said.
the Chabad Jewish Student
Though Seef will not be Center located at 600 Oak Cirwith the members of his typi- cle in Oviedo.
. c~ Rosh Hashanah gathering,
For more information on
Lipskier does anticipate large the holiday or Chabad as an
numbers of students attending organization,
visit
services and meals throughout www.chabaduc£com.
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'INTRODUCING
our Young Concepts Department
for the innovative Junior
=
Featuring: Scrapbook• Love Notes• Brad Butter
Iron Creed • ldylle • Kensie ~i~I • Mynt • Nick and Mo
\

FREE $5 DILLARD'S Gl/=J' CARD!
We're so sure that you're going to love the frestri, ~rigttial styles in our
new department that we're giving you a free $5 Dillard's Gift Card just
for trying on a regul'ar price item in our Young Concepts Department !
Offer ends Sunday, October-5 . Limit one per person, while supplies last.
Available at Florida Mall and Seminole Towne Center.

s

The Style of Your Life.

LOVE NOTES
dress with rosette detail. $78.

*Subject to credit approval. $100 of net purchases (merchandise less tax, adjustments and returns) must be made using your Dillard's Card between 9/29/08 and 10/8/08 In the Dillard's Cosmetics Departments (Dept #001-099) to qualify for $20 in Reward Certificates, which will arrive in
your statement within 1-2 billing cycles. One offer per cardhotder. Employees, officers, and directors of Dillard's, Inc. are not eligible. See Rewards PrQgram terms in Cardholder Agreement or application for more details.

USE YOUR DIUARD'S CHARGE. WEALSO WELCOME VISA, MASTERCARP, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S CLUB & DISCOVER CARD.
FLORIDA MALL (407) 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNE CENTER(407) 330-1 7.75 • WEST OAKS MALL (407) 292-6866 • OVIEDO MARKETPLACE(407) 977-9996 • ALTAMONTE MALL (407) 830-1211 • FASHION SQUARE (407) 896-·1211 • VOWSIA MALL(386) 255-8161
,
MERRITT SQUARE(321) 452-6411 • MELBOURNESQUARE (321) 676-1300 - Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6
.
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arrested. Authorities say his
constant calls for service kept
them froin tending to real
emergencies.
Acosta was charged with
making a false 911 call and is
being heid on $500 bond.

Police searching for man accused
of beating man with table 1eg
OGALA Police are
searching for the person they
say beat an elderly Ocala man
with a table leg.
A news release says 77year-old Thomas Hickman
:was looking through a trash
bin on Sunday ·w~en another ·
,man took a broken table leg
and beat Hickman with it.
The man dragged Hickman behind the dumpster
then took off in Hickman's
car.
The vehicle was later
found abandoned
Hickman was taken to a
hospital with non lifo-threatening injuries. ,

KOJI SASAHARA/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Newly unveiled unicyclist robot"Murata Seiko-chan" rides beside by bicycle robot
"Murata Seisaku-kun" at a 2008 electronics trade show in Chiba near Tokyo.

·More than 100 dead after

U.S. defense official said.
Tuesday. The pirates denied
JODHPUR, India
the report.
.
·,
Thousands of ·pilgrims panThe U.S. destroyer USS
icked by false rumors of a Howard and several other
bomb stampeded at a Hindu American ships have surtemple in western India on rounded the Ukrainian
Tuesday, killing a:t least 168 cargo ship Faina, which was
people in · the · crush to hijacked Thursday. and is
escape.
now anchored 'off the lawTelevision
footage less coast of Somalia
Jury finds Orange county man
showed dozens of bodies ·
The
pirates
have
guilty of aggravated child abuse
lying on the sidewalk, while demanded a ransom of $20
APOPKA - An Orange
nearby frantic people tried million and the U.S. Navy
Col.inty jury has found a man
to revive unconscious devo- cordon aims to prevent
accused of using a hair dryer
tees,· slapping their faces them from taking any of the
and hot oil to burn a toddler
and pressing on their chests. weapons ashore.
guilty of aggravated child
One child sat on the
The official in Washingabuse.
ground next to the body of a ton . who reported the
Darlane Toussaint was
woman, rubbing her fore- ·shootout spoke on condialso found guilty last week of
head and crying "Mother, tion of anonymity because
neglect of a ·child for burning
Mother."
·
·
he was not authorized to ·
and beating his girlfriend's 1The disaster occurred speak on the record. He
year-old child.
just as the doors of the tern- refused · to elaborate and
His arrest report said the
pie wer:e being opened for said he had no way of con24-year-old Toussaint shook
worship at dawn for more firming the deaths.
the child violently when he
than
12,000 people celebrat. But the pirate spokesman ,
wouldn't stop crying. He also
ing a key Hindu festival in insisted the 'report was not
said he used a blow dryer on
the _h istoric city of Jodhpur . true, that his colleagues
the boy 'and smashed his
in Rajasthan state.
were just celebrating the
chest and back with his fist.
The chaos began with Muslim feast .of Eid al-Fitr
During trial, he testified
false rumors of a bomb, said despite being surrounded
that the boy was burned
Ramesh Vyas, a pilgrim who by American warships and
while he was giving him a
v;as standing in line.
helicopt~rs.
bath in an Apopka home and ·
Tensions
·
are
high
"We didn't dispute over a
turned ori the water.
because India has been hit single thing, let alone have a
Toussaint will be sen' by a spate of bomb attacks: shootout,"
. pirate
tenced Nov. 26.
The latest explosions Mon- spokesman Sugule Ali told
day night in the western the Associated Press by
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
cities of. Malegaon and satellite telephone Tuesday.
Modasa killed six people
".W e are happy on the
and wounded 45.
ship and_we are celebrating
Devotees had broken Eid,'' Ali said. "Nothing has
coconuts as religious offer- .c hanged."
ings and so the temple's
The Islamic feast marks
floors were slick with the end of the holy month of
coconut milk, causing pil- Ramadan.
· What's in the news at
-grims to slip and fall as they
.
scrambled to escape, Vyas . Fat dolphins in Japanese park
colleges around the country
said.
put on low fat diet \~
.
New Jersey school to offer free
Other pilgrims had . TOKYO - Dol1;1hins at a
tuition to some science students
crammed a narrow one- Japanese marine park are
MADISON, N.J. -Talented
and-a-half mile path leading goµig oh a low fat diet after
high school science students
to the temple, leaving little developing pot bellies and
could get a free ride at one of
room for those fleeing to failing to look sharp in their
New Jersey's top universities.
escape.
aquatic performances.
Drew University said TuesThe chaos was made
Kinosaki Marine World
day it will offer free tuition to
worse by the fact there was ' in-western Japan: said Tues- ·
graduates of its summer scia power outage at the time. day that all of its 19 dolphins
ence program.
Some pilgrims slipped on have been on a low fat diet
The New Jersey Governor's
the ramp leading to the since late August, when
School in the Sciences has
shrine, the Press Trust of they started failing A:o hit
been held at the Madison
_India news agency quoted jumping targets and keep pus every S1.1IllUler since 1984. , Director-General of state upright while treading
This August, 85 students comPolice K. S. Bains as saying.
water.
pleted the program and are
"We were puzzled by
. At least 168 people were
now high school seniors.
killed in the stampede, their poor performance,
Drew offi_cials say the sumNaresh Pal Gangwar, the then we noticed they looked ·
mer program's graduates often
district collector, told the rounder,"
said
park
end up enrolling at larger
Associated Press. Officials spokesman Haruo Imazu.
research universities, and they
said. 100 fi)thers were
Keepers measured their
want to reverse that trend
injured
'
weight and found_all had
Drew recently received
It was ·the third disaster gotten plumper, some up to
· more_than $2 million in grants
this year at religious events 22 pounds heavier just dmfor the sciences and environin India, shocking Hindus as ing the summer.
menial studii5.
Tuesday marked the first
day of Navratra, a nine-day · Cadbury recalls chocolate
Indiana University blames
Hindu festival to honor the made in its Beijing factory ·
.Sampson for all infractions
HONG KONG - British
Mother Goddess."
INDIANAPOLIS - IndiDeadly stampedes are a candy maker Cadbury .
1 ana University believes it did
relatively ~ommon occur- announced a recall Monday
everything it could to keep forrence at temples in India; of chocolate made in its Beimer coach Kelvin Sampson
jing factory after , it was
where_ large ciow-ds from breaking rules~
sometimes · hundreds · of found to contain melamine,
The school blames Sampthousands of people - con- the industrial chemical that ·
son and his assistants for the
gregate in·small areas lack- has ·sickened tens of thoumessy phone-call scandal that
ing facilities to control big sands of Chinese children.
has tarnished its men's basketgatherings.
·
·
The 11 recalled items
ball program.
In August, 145 people were sold in parts of Asia
In a response to the NCAA'.s
were killed when rumors of and the Pacific, the companewest major allegation, failan avalanche sparked a ny said in a statement.
ure to monitor, the university
Cadbury's chocolates
stampede at.a hilltop temple
accused Sampson and his $laff
sold in the United States
in northern India.
of withholding information
Jodhpur is soine 180 were not affected, said a
and concealing impermissible
miles southwest of the spokesman for Hershey's,
calls from the school's compliRajasthan state capital of Cadbury's sole U.S. distribance department.
utor.
Jaipur.
The NCAA had accused the
Meanwhile, Kraft Foods,
The temple is located
program of four major violainside the 15th-century the -~er of Oreo cookies,
tions stemming from more
Mehrangarh fort that over- and Mars, the maker of
than 100 impermissible phone
looks the town. The fort is M&Ms and Snickers candy,
calls to recruits made by Sampon.e of the town's biggest questioned the findings of
son and his assistants while
tourist attractions with its Indonesian tests that identiSampson was still on probation
huge walls, ornate ip.teriors fied melamine in samples of
for a similar phone-call scandal
and- · views overlooking their products made in
. at Oklahoma
China.
Jodhpur.
Most of those calls, the uni· Both KJ;aft Foods and
versity said,· could not be·
Mars said they would comU.S. officials report three dead
detected because they were
ply with . an Indone~ian
after shootout with pirates
made from home- phones,
MOGAI>ISHU, Somalia recall but planned to conwhich the coaches said they
- Disagreements between duct their own tests and
were not : using; improper
Somali pirates holding a look into the possibility the
numbers -were provided for
ship laden with tanks and tainted products were counrecruits; or the coaches provid·
heavy weapons escalated terfeits.
. ed no number for a recruit.
into a shootout and three
pirates are believed, dead, a
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

stampede at Hindu temple

· LIVE Oct 9th- 7pm
House Of Blues, Orlando
TAKE THE WALK BOOK
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Diabetes drug close to clinical trials

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

possible cure costs little to produce, immune cells and then asking the needed to provide FDA with data
especially when c~mpared to the immune cells to see that this is your that it works and that data can be
insulin-producing system currently own protein," Daniell said. ''What we reproduced."
Henry Daniell, a professor of in use.
have done is to teach the body how to
Currently, Daniell is working on
molecular biology at UCF, -has creatThe human gene for insulin is cure this disorder. This is a totally testing his lettuce to prove that the
ed a strain. of lettuce that helps pro- · cloned and then injected into lettuce new concept, a new platform to use late stages of diabetes can be fully
duce insulin and could cure diabetes. leaves grown in the lab. Each lettuce this oral delivery system to fix: this reversed with his lettuce capsules.
Diabetes prevents the body from leaf is then permanently altered, con- immune disorder."
Daniell is hoping to start phase
producing insulin, which is needed to taining 10,000 copies of the insulin
To test the genetically modified one of clinical trials, required by the
convert sugars and starches to ener- gene. The lettuce leaves are then lettuce, non-obese diabetic mice, FDA for human patients with type 1
gy. The modified lettuce could undo powdered and put in capsules. The possessing the same genetic disease diabetes by the end of this year. To
this by teaching the body to produce lettuce cannot be eaten fresh and as humans, were used as animal . begin human testing, funding from a
its own insulin a ~
must be ground into powder and cap- models. The mice were fed the mod- formal partner is needed. UCF is cur"fm from India and spent my suled to control dosages.
. ified lettuce once a week After eight rently in negotiations with partners
early career there, and I have seen the
The lettuce's plant cells help the weeks of treatment, all,the diabetic who have already xru;tde offers.
need for a cure for these diseases like insulin contained within to reach the mice had normal blood sugar levels
Since the publication of his study
diabetes," Daniell said. "Not only the intestine. Bacteria then slowly breaks and their cells were producing nor- in July, his voice-mail boxes and eneed for a cure, but the need for an down the cell walls of the lettuce to mal levels of insulfu with no adverse mail ha,ve been at capacity with
affordable cure. There are popula- release the insulin into the blood- side effects.
requests from diabetics to be cast as
tions of poor who can't afford treat- . stream. An immune response is cre"Mice live a whole year, 55 weeks, volunteers in hi~ clinical trails. He
ments. My goal was to produce an ated in the body, teaching it to release which is like 100 years for a human," has had to create a separate folder
affordable medicine. So then I its own insulin. ·
Daniell said. ''The diabetic mice die within his e-mail to hold the hun- ,.
thought of the current process."
"It is the same insulin that is within 12-15 weeks, but our mice who dreds he has received in the past two
Daniell has been working on per- injected, but here.what we are doing ate the lettuce lived the whole 55 weeks and -hasn't been able to
ti cting · his ideas for plant-based, is instead of injecting it in the blood weeks. Tuey are our animal model. respond to yet.
fordable cures for 20 years. This stream, we are presenting it to the To test any drug, an animal model is
"I have to say to these p~ple 'holq

AS · ·.

KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

REEMA DESAI I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

UCF professor Henry Daniell has aeated lettuce that
helps produce insulin, and he hopes to start dinical
trials with human patients by the end of the year.
r

your horses, ·we aren't p~rforming
clinical trails yet,"' Daniell said. ''But
they all want to be cured so much
they want to try anything."

yers discussed collflict, weapons, election
.

.

might strike Iran to slow the based on pragmatism and the . the u.s; Congress for a large
portion of her career, expressed
development of its nuclear situation more than a candiher cfisappointment with the .
a on and the Middle East.
program if nothing is done to date's ideals.
.
current state of Washington
"The most important task stop it.
''The reality is that whoevpolitics.
o the next president is to pre''The reality is in the Mid- er wins the Oval Office will
"Lately it'.s becoming a livv t ·-Al-Qaida or some like- dle East that neither side has have to adjust to the cold hard
<li.
ing example of no child left
.ded group from acquiring lived up to its expectations," realities of facts on the
behind,". Myers said, drawing·
uclear weapon and setting Myers said.
ground," she said.
laughter and applause from·the
Myers called the presidenff in this country," she said. · Myers also pointed to sev- .
audience.
·
Myers also spoke aboµt the eral non-Middle Eastern coun- tial election a race between
"It is clear that millions of
Is ell-Palestinian conflict and tries, including North Korea ''two star candidates:• She said
Americans really are hurting."
th dangers of Iran's nuclear and Russia, as potential con- that the recent stock market
The ''hurt" Myers was refercerns in the near future.
'
w apons program.
crash may be a major turning
ring to was the current ecoOn the Iraq war, Myers point in the election.
"Israel sees a nuclear
JI , w pon in the hands of Iran as
nomic crisis. Less than four
described the views of both
':All of the key barometers
hours before her speech. Con- ·
eat to its existence,"Myers candidates, but sugg~ed that favor Obama," Myers said
gress announced that its pros d. She warned that Israel ·actual decisions will have to be
Myers, who has covered
posed $700 billion plan to revil
talize Wall· Street had failed to
pass the House.
Myers placed much of the
blame on what she called
"extreme partisanship" in
Congress, which she stressed
ment. Garner, who briefly)ed
·
'
often m her speech as a vital '
that_effort, suggested that a
issue.
er discussion by all of the
· federalist system, much like
''In some respects it was just
s akers. In the second part of
the one already in place in
a
typical
day in Washington,"
th · symposium, representaKurdistan, might be mqre
Myers said. ''Partisan politics
ti s of three different reliaccepting of the sectarian
took precedent over doing the
gi ns sat down to discuss the
nature of the country and a
·
cmmtry's
business:'
roe ofreligion in Middle Eastbetter fit for Iraq than its cure strife.
rent government.
Garner took a hard stance·~ evangelicals, too often
LIANA COLE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
w have placed the label of UCF President John Hitt introduced Lisa
against both preemptive war
't
rist' on Muslims, and that Myers at the symposium on Monday.
and what he called the "cowsaid Rob,ert
boy diplomacy" of the Bush
drescik.
director
of , was whether the U.S. should administration.
c
unications for North- get involved in Middle Eastern
''There is no substitute for
I d Church. Ral:)bi Jonathan conflicts and for what reasons. patience and diplomacy;• Gar·
• Si er and Imam Muhammad
''We have to ask ourselves, ner said.
M ri also spoke about terror- . do we care?" said Bernard
Another speaker, Bilal Saab,
is . and the perceptions Finel, director of research on a senior research analyst at the
counter-terrorism ·
and
a ched to religions.
Center for Middle East
"The U.S. is seen as neu- defense policy for the Ameri- Policy, cited a lack of change
tr ," Musri said when asked can Security Project. Finel said and understanding in U.S. fora ut the Middle Eastern that in some cases terrorism eign policy, a common theme
unity's perception ofthe t:b,reats are ''lumped together" adopted by many of the symI)
U
government's involve- and that U.S. involvement is . posium's speakers.
"It is a truism, widely
m nt in the region. Musri said . not always the answer.
"Our goal shouldn't be to repeated, that we must think
t European nations are dis,:i
;;ed by many Muslims due g~t-more involved," Finel ~d. differently," Saab said. "I(the
ast conflicts and occupa' Several speakers at the first rule of war is to know
ti
•
event discussed the recon- your enemy, we still have a .
~other topic up for debate stru¢on of the Iraqi. govern- long way to go."

•

Accudata Market Research
is currently looking for people
with qiabetes to provide
feedback on the usability of the
new in~estigational insulin
delivery device by simulating
using it. No needle sticking on
your body will be involved.
To be eligible
for
\

the study you need to:
•Have Type 1or 2 diabetes
· •Inject mealtime insulin at least 2x a day
•Inject basal insulin at least 1xa day
, Not be employed inthe medicalfield or research

peakerS focuSed on religion
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More people voting t~an last year Show features
FROM

student.-athletes.

Al

"P~icipation has been
great," said Will Lusk, a Senate
incumbent who is running
uncontested for College of Sciences Seat 6. Lusk is a member
of the Real UCF Ticket.
· "We haven't had as many
campaigners as we hoped, but
to tell you the truth response
has been overwhelmingly positive."
The Real UCF Ticket had a
yoting booth in front of the Student Union, consisting of laptops ori a row of tables.
T.he Golden Ticlret had a
similar setup in front of the
Business
Administration
Building.
"Yeah, it's pretty good participation qecause of the campaign year with Obama and
everything," Doug Markovitz
said. Markovit;l is running for
the vacant ¼ollege of Business
Seat 9 and is a member of the
Golden Ticket. "People are
coming out to.vote."

SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Al

"Not only do we have
more exposure ·with the
growth of our programming,
or'the student-athletes."
A UCF graduate, Sharon we have 'clearance of these
is passionate about the uni- shows locally and statewide
versity's athletic program.
through various broadcast
"I'm a UCF alumnus," partners," Tribble said.
Sharon said, "but for me this "There is more opportunity
is a dream job. I bleed black for prospective student-athand gold. I love this town. I letes to see what we're all
eat, sleep and breathe UCF." about."
While the show only
One focus that fuels the
inspiration for Sharon can broadcasts within Florida, it
be seen in the message of a is catching the attention of
popular NCAA commercial. other schools who seek to
,Aired usually during NCAA follow in UCF's footsteps.
"Several schools have
sporting events is a commercial with athletes of var- already contacted us on how
ious professions wearing the we have put this production
·typical dress of their careers together," Tribble said. 'We
while playing their respec- are now viewed in the athtive college sports. The slo- letics video-production cirgan at the end of the com- cles :;tS innovative. That is a
mercial is: "98 percent of all great compliment to the
NCAA athletes go on to be members•of our staff who
,professionals in something have made these shows a
reality."
oilier than sports."
The prograip. is looking
"Those are the stories we
want to share," Sharon said to improve now that it has a
"There are so many great few episodes out of the way.
stories about the student- . 'We hav~ a lot coming up
athletes here on campus, now that we have the format
and they will be prominent for the show," Sharon said.
people some day in Central "We're going to be doing a
Florida Sports are the gate- lot of features. Once football '
way for a university to get ends, we have baseball: bas- 0
those students' attention . ketball and all the other
who are applying to college. sports. This coming MonWe're trying to send a mes- day, we're going to be doing
sage that you don't have to a feature oti the 1978 Nationbe in a big-time sport here at al-Championship-winning
· UCF to be appreciated"
volleyball tefiffi. Call me a
Attracting these students' sports nerd, but I can't wait
attention,
especially to work on that feature. It's
prospective
student- going to be a huge story."
UCF Sports Knight can be
athletes, is much easier with .
a program that highlights seen on the UCF TV Web
athletes' achievements on site (www.ucftv.ucf.edu;)
locally on UCF TV at varyand off the field.
.
Athletic ,.Director Keith · -ing times (channel 99 or
Tribble is optimistic. about Bright House Digital Cable
what UCF Sports Knight can Channel 1,) and on Sun
do for the UCF athletic com- Sports at '5 p.m. on Tuesd~;:>7s
(Bright House channel 31)
munity.
FROM

Tents are staggered in front of the main entrance of the Student Union. Laptops are set up at the tents for electronic voting.
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UCF Sports Knight host Jeff Sharon interviews cheerleading head coach Linda Gooch

for a segment of the show. The show focuses all sports around campus.
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should a house corporation
ever want to sub-sublease
(rent out) its facility to
another organization, the
university has the first right
of refusal, meaning the university can opt to terminate
the subleas.e and then purchase the facility.
"That is where we are
today. It is a drawn-out
process
and
involves
apprais,* of those facjlities
in order to determine a purchase price."
He said that once the
price~ are determined for th~
houses, the Department of
Housing and Residence Life
will renovate the houses and
then rent them out to a qualifying fraternity or sorority.
Renovations will include
repairing deferred mainte-'-

nance, retrofitting facilities
with fire sprinkler systems
.and painting.
.
On the other hand, students saw the shattered
remains of the former Pi
Kappa Alpha house near the . ,
Visual Arts Building torn
down and removed.
Mason said plans.are also
in the works for this block of •
land.
·~ far as Greek Park Lot I
- [the].former Pike House
lot - the plan calls for one, if
not two facilities (fraternity/sorority houses) to be
constructed (by the universi- •
ty) on that site," Mason said.
"Tl$ is expected to occur in
about two to three years."
However, Mason said that
the university is focusing on
the two empty houses before
any plans for Greek Park Lot
I are finalized.
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•
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INTERNET EXTRA

UCF WOMEN'S GOLF COMPLETED ITS FIRST EVENT OF FALL SEASON. FOR THE RECAP, GO TO WWW.UCFNEWS.COM.
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Knights secure best
record since 2003
;

RYAN BASS

..

Staff Writer

To eventually be the best, the UCF
Volleyball team knows it has to beat the best.
On Sunday, the Knights did just that, talcing
down the top team in Conference USA,
Tulsa, in straight sets 25-15, 25-21 and 25-20.
"Coming here and beating the conference's top team on their court was a really
special moment for ·u s," head coach Todd
Dagenais said after the match in a press
release. "Especially since we struggled at
the end at SMU, and for us to come back
here and play such a quality team and execute our game plan just shows that we are
continuing on in the maturing process."
That match against SMU on Friday
must have been extremely tough for UCF
to swallow. Although lJCF led 2-0 after the
first two sets, the Mustangs were able to
crawl back and steal the victory.
The Knights were put in the same situation on Sunday, but' the outcome w-as a little different this time around.
.
"We wanted to be the te:µn that came
out intense in that
third
game
against
Tulsa
[like SMU did
Friday]," Erin
Campbell
said. 'We did
and we are
all ecstatic. We
see how well we
can play, but now
we have to keep
building."
The Knights (10-6
overall, 2-1 in C-USA) continue to
place the bricks for their bridge to success.
That first step came with the win Sunday, which gave the team its largest win
total in a season since 2003, with 14 games
still left on the regular season schedule.
After opening the match down 1-0, the
Knights reeled off five consecutive points
behind a couple of kills by Stephanie Serna
and good defense to take a 5-1 lead
After an attack error kept the score
close at 7-6, Campbell and UCF took control of the set with a 12-5 run to take a 19-11
lead. A couple of kills by Janine Williams .
helped UCF close out the set and take the
1-0 lead.
. A block by Williams and Jenny Heppert
helped the Knights get out to a 6-3 lead
early in the second set. Tulsa eve:Qed
the set a 9-9, but the Knights didn't let
down their guard, getting out to the
19-15 lead and forcing the Golden
Hurricane to take a tim~out.
Tulsa (14-3, 2-1) came back,
cutting the lead to 20-19,

UCF'sJenny Heppert;lS,
and Janine Williams
celebrate a point versus
Southern Miss qn Sept
18. The duo led the
Knights to a road victory

against Tulsa on Sunday.
COURTESY BRYANT HAWKINS/
THE STUDENT PRINTZ
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Calabrese lone bright spot from UTEP .toss
. I'm a rabid pessimist. My last
name is Murphy, so according to
my law, everything is supposed
to go wrong.
I'm two lines into this coland I already think it is
doomed.
But because life is full of conflict, I also believe in silver linings and moral victories.
So in the.UCF Football team's
BRIAN MURPHY
45-point, 600-mistake loss to
Sports Editor
UTEP on Saturday, something
positive did arise out of the pleting four of eight passes and
wreckage along the Mexican · throwing an interception.
border: true freshman quarterAnd statistically, he did not
back Rob Calabrese.
do well against the Miners. Two
Calabrese did not look good interceptions and a 41.9 complein his collegiate debut against tion percentage aren't going to
Boston College on Sept. 20, com- endear him to most offensive

umn,

coordinators. But beyond the
numbers, Calabrese showed that
he is the best quarterback on this
team right now.
Calabrese's first pass of the
game was a 23-yard zinger down
the right sideline to Rocky Ross.
Right there, that's the first thing
that Calabrese brings: · arm
strength. He completed six passes of more than 15 yards against
the Miners. .
He routinely stepped np in
the pocket and confidently
threw spirals to his intended targets. He had a few overthrown

balls, but for a true freshman in
his first start, that's encouraging
for UCF because this team needs
a quarterback that can stretch
the field.
Michael Greco has great athleticism, but even after a sophomore season in which he played
nine games, his abilities as a
passer still need substantial
improvement. The vision of that
pass he threw to Ross in the first
half of the South Florida game,
seeing it travel like a punt, end
over end. still reverberates in my
head
Greco didn't play against the
Miners'because he was resting a
knee injury he sustained against
the Eagles.

He was not close to being 100
percent mobile, and playing him
would have been like plucking
the wings off a fly. It's just not
going very far.
So head coach George
O'Leary made the smart move. It
takes some guts to put your trust
in a true freshman to be the field
general of your football team,
but O'Leary did that, and Calabrese responded by leading the
Knights on their two longest
touchdown drives of the season
at 80 and 77 yards.
And don't get the impression
that Calabrese is a cement pillar
behind the line of scrimmage.
PLEAsrSEE
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Women's Soccer

_Senior scores first goal
in victory versus Tigers
WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

.

·

After back-to-back losses,
the No. 20 UCF Women's
Soc;cer team bounced back to
defeat Memphis on the road
Sunday in a rematch of the
2007 Conference USA
Championship game.
"I would say it' was one of
the more important games
we've played in a long time,"
associate h~ad coach Colby
Hale said
The Knights didn't get the
start they probably imagined
as the Tigers.knocked in a
quick goal just 1 minute and
28 seconds into the game to
take a 1-0 lead
Kylie Hayes received a
midfield pass from Ashley
Berra and buried a shot past
UCF goalie Aline Reis for her
second goal of the year and
the 39th of her career.
UCF was unable to generate much offense and struggled .to find its rhythm
through the first 45 minutes.
They recorded only three'
shots, none of which were on
goal and the Tigers took the
advantage into halftime.
'
.The Knights, didn't hit
their stride in the second half
either, but did get the equalizer in the 54th minute on
their lone shot on goal of the
half.
Off an indirect kick, Becca
Thomas sent a pass to Courtney Whidden, who passed it
to Katie Jackson. Jackson sent
a- shot past _goalie . Elise
Kuhar-Pitters to tie the game
on her second goal of the
year.
.
The Knights had several
• chances to end the game in
regulation bu! they were
unable to capitalize and the
game went to overtime.
After just narrowly missing on a Thomas shot that

COURTESY BRYANT HAWKINS /THE STUDENT PRINTZ

~CF outside hitter Janine Williams rises for a kill during a match against Southern Miss on Sept 18. Williams had 1S kills versus Tulsa.

UCF shows killer instinct
A7

UCF was very familiar with
this position, up 2-0 after .Fribut the Knights scored five of day's loss.
the next seven points in the .
The mentality changed for
match to take the second set.
the Knights and they came out
FROM

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Fre~hman or Sophomore?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do Qftm: graduation?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year

·
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500) ··

- • Special scholarship programs ex.ist fdr Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
. For more information,
please .call:
(407). 823-124 7 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

.looking like two very different teams in the third
sets on Friday and Sunday.
This time, the Knights learned from their mistakes and hit .364 in the
final frame.
"We always have this
mentality that our backs
are against the wall, and
that we have to push
through this game to
make it to a fourth set,"
Campbell said. "That really showed on Sunday. We
didn't play like we were
up 2-0, we played like we
were down 0-2, and this
just shows this drive and
this fight that this team
just is producing."
Williams, Serna and
Campbell led the charge
offensively for UCF again,
with 15 kills, 13 kills and 10
kills, respectively. The
defense for UCF was the
biggest difference in this
match, with the Knights
racking up 46 total digs
and 18 total bloeks in the ·
match. The 18 total blocks
matched the fifth-highest
total in a match in school
history.
After being on the road
for almost one month;
UCF will return home for
a four-game home stand
against C-USA opponents
this weekend and next.
Campbell knows how
important this section of
the schedule is for the
team's place in .the c;on•
ference.
"We want to make a
statement to the conference, our fans, the cam- ·
pus and the community
that this is a great program," she said. "We are
going to take this weekend ~d run with it, and
hopefully we come 01.It
with two wins."

LIANA COLE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

nailed the cross bar, UCF
secured a corner kick with
just a little more than 2 minutes left in regulation.
Jackson sent the ball into
the box to midfielder Sarah
de Leon, who was in perfect
position to head it into the
net and put the Knights in
front 2-1. It was her first goal
of the year and her first
career game-winning goal.
"The game on Sunday was
one of the most important
games we've played j.n a
while," Hale said. "To go 0-2
in that weekend, it's going to
be pretty difficult in terms of
winning the conference. So
to split on that weekend after
really struggling on Friday is
huge."
Earlier in the game, de
Leon injured her shoulder
and played in the backfield
t:J:ie re,st of ~e way.
But she wasn't going to let
her injury stop the te~ from
getting the witJ. and her goal
could have potentially saved
the Knights' season.
"Sarah's a senior and she
was going forward to get into
the mix to be one of the runners, and [UCF head coach
Amanda' Cromwell] called

her back a little bit because
she was injured and didn't
want her to get inore
injured," Hale said. "But
Sarah just said, 'I want this.'
Which I think is a lot for her
to step up as a senior leader
and her goal was.fantastic.''
The win avoided a threegame losing streak and gave
the Knights their first win of
conference play, moving
them to 6-3-1 overall and 1-1-0
inC-USA
UCF recorded 10 shots,
. led by Yvonne George with
three, while the Tigers sent 14
shots Reis' way.
She collected five saves on
the night. The Knights registered only two shots on net,
but they made them count by
scoring on both.
"Sunday afternoon road
games are really difficult. It's
warm and it's on the road,"
Hale said. "So we were really
proud of our girls for coming
back and winning that game.
It's an important game."
After going 1-1 on its road
trip, UCF returns home for
two more conference games
this weekend when agai.J;lst
on Friday and East Carolina
on Sunday.
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True freshman
should start
.
.

FROM

A7

He led the team with 86 rush- •
ing yards Saturday. He doesn't have the quickness and
elusiveness of Greco, but he's
pretty hard to stop once he
gets going. He showed that
. on his 30-yard saamper on
third-and-IO against UTEP.
Calabrese's
strongest
quality may be his leadership.
Coaches raved over his command in the huddle during
preseason practice.
They praised how he
barked brders and got results.
COURTESY UCFSPORTS.COM
Maybe the only thing that Tr:ue freshman quarterback Rob Calabrese didn't wow anyooe with his stats Saturday
held him backtdstartthe sea- at UTEP, but he did show why be is the best quarterback for the Knights right now.
son was his lack of in-game
exp~rience.
Calabrese has more of a com- true freshman means there
The Knights need to win plete package of what a quar- will certainly be more bumps
and win now. Greco is still . terback ·needs to be success- in the road. But right now,
very useful to this team, but ful. He is authoritative in the this kid from East Islip High
as a change-of-pace quarter- huddle. He is steady in the School in New York, who was
back, much like the role he pocket. ~e knows when to preparing for the likes of
took .'On last season behind move and can get the ball up Smithtown West at this time
.Kyle Israel
the field in a hurry.
last year, should be the
Greco's i:unning ability
Now let's not expect SOO Knights' starting quarterback
creates havoc for defenses. yards every week. Being a going forwar4.

Congratulation,~o all of
·Alpha Xi Delta's new Little Sisters!

•
/

•

•

. Senior Sarah de Leon recorded a couple offirsts for the Knights on Sunday at Memphis.
She scored her first goal of the season,'which was her first career game-winning goal.

TaylorB~ng
Rachel Basset
Marlee Berliner
Natasha·Bevins
Christine Blackburn
Ashlen Burns
Maria Caroselli
MichelleCika
Ally Clark
Kaley Darrigo
Chelsea Dickson
Kaitlin Dunning
LizzEverett
Rachel Farinas
Jenn Felins
Julia Fisler
Coutney Ford
Jenn Gainfort
Gina Gallimore
Megan Geisler
Paloma Goris

Casey Haimes
Lubomira Rozanova
AmyHomnick
' Morgan Horn
Nicole lgna~io
Melanie Kalmin
Nicole Kenney
Melissa Kurschner
Jennah LeBruno
Brooke Lennon
Alex Lenti
Lauren Leshe ·
Karissa Lynch
Ashley Matarangolo
Bev McClung
AmyMcLarty
Sage Moody
Megan Opatosky
Michaela Panariello
Kaitlyn Percival
Alison Preiss

Casey Roperts
Laura Root
Elyse Rowe
Kelsey Ruffridge
Alyssa Scheidecker
Lauren Schubel
Alexis Silvers
Haley Smart
Valentina Stevanovich
Nicole Stoddard
Courtney Straehla
Amanda Terry
Tara Thomas
Erin Tierney
Andrea Tydir
Kristi Uzzell
Christina Vicari
Lauren Walsh
Hope Walters
Sarah Waters
Kimberly Yeatman.

Be Inspired. Be More: Be Alpha Xi Delta.
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HontelesS Greeks·
deserve
better
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o one is the_ loneliest munher, it takes two to tango ~
and Jenny can by reached
at 867-5309, but the magic numher here at UCF is $1.4 million.
That, dearest readers, may be
the price of an epic fail demonstrated.by banished fraternities.
That_number represents the
sum that may be proposed by
UCF to buy the empty, molding
Greek houses disgracing Greek
park and our beautiful campus.
Now, it's just a matter of time,
and the Greek community is
booming with enthusiasm, but · •
we can't help but wonder why
only two houses show promise
of tenants with a whopping 16
un-housed sororities and fraternities pleading for a nook to call
their own.
As negotiations continue
between UCF and former UCF
fraternities long since kicked off
campus, the question is why this
whole housing issue seems to be,
taking so long anq benefiting so
few?
So far, a proposed $1.45 million has been tossed around to
appraisers in hopes ofUCF
obtaining the rotting house~ to
lease to two of the hopeful unhoused greek organizations.
Some may be thinking two ·
houses down. 14 to go, but as
sororities and fraternities battle
over the new openings, all but
two will be left behind to continue struggling without a house.

Whoop-de-doo. New: houses
are opening up, but what is UCF
going to do about the other 14
Greek chapters?
Plans have been thrown
around about a Greek Park II for
years. A Tau Kappa Epsilon
alumnus even told the Future
that when he was a freshman in
1997, the idea was supposed to
be a reality within a matter of
months.·
·
He said he was showed architectural plans of his house, but
those plans are just a distant
memory from years and years ·
ago and now his fraternity '
resides in adjoining apartments
in Campus Crossings.
Well, it's 11 years later, and
we're having the same debate we
were back then.·
UCF has grown tremendously in the past few years. Many
seniors remember the days
when the Towers and New
Arena were but a twinkle in .
UCF's eye.
However, as building after
building seems to pop up all
over campus, we still can't seem
to ad::oriunodate our very strong
and growing Gree~ population.
But why UCF?
. Is it because the Greeks aren't
involved enough~
Oh wait, that's not true being
as both the Student Government
Association president and vice
· president along with several
· members of the cabinet and sen-

ate are all Greeks.
Not to mention a good number of leaders on campus,
including resident assistants, 0Teamers and Presidents
Leadership Council members
are Greek.
· ·
Is it bec~use they don't give .
back enough?
That can't be right being as
Alpha Tau Omega alone last
year raised almost $30,000 for
Toys for Tots with their Rock
tht: Wreath philantliropy.
So why is it that both Florida
State University and University
of Florida can accommodate
·their Greek programs while
UCF chapters hang on by a
thread in hopes of acquiring a
house?
Of the 42 chapters at UF, only
three are un-housed At FSU
only two of the 34 chapters are
un-housed
So, why, out of the 26 UCF
Interfratemity-Council and Panhellenic Council organizations,
are there only nine functioning
houses?
·
We applaud your efforts,
UCF, but as epic as the proposals are for the Greek community,
when are we going to start being
fair and start rewarding all those
un-housed chapters who behave
and involve themselves in nearly,_
every facet of the UCF community?
:nme will only tell, and until.
that time, we'll be waiting.

Executive pay must
be reigned in
.,
responsibility doesn't fall solely
ast week, we said that the
into retirement.
on the shoulders of the college
federal government's $700
Here are perhaps the _w orst
billion Wall Street bailout
examples of egregious paypresidents, the way they handle
was going to be the biggest gam- · .checks to executives at failing
the crises should dictate their
annual salaries.
ble in history.
companies.
One that could either put our , According to USA Today,
The way the public universicountry solidly back on the right between 2005 and 2007, Angelo , ties have been run the past few
track or could potentially cause
Mozilo, former CEO of Country- years doesn't give us the confidence that any of these presiAmerica as we know it to file for wide Financial received $362
Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
million in total, w):µch included · dents deserve their aboveaverage salaries.
·
President Bush gave one of
country club memberships, perthe most un-reassuring speeches sonal use of company aircraft,
Athletic coaches are a great
example of the way executives
of his career late last week in an _ stock options and bonuses.
apparent effort to strike fear into
Richard Fuld, the head ·of
should be treated
the hearts of Americans everyLehman Brothers, which colWith the exception of George
- O'Leary, the million-dollar coach
whete - just in case the 24/7
lapsed last week, received $187
economic disaster news cycle
million.·
who blames his players for his
wasn't enough to scare you.
Stanley O'Neal of Merrill
own coaching failures, most
It was reminiscent of the
Lynch received ·$66 _million, plus
coaches are kept, on their toes by
the people who hold them
speeches he gave before the war
a.$161 million golden parachute
in Iraq, where he said our counupon his ouster late 4,st year..
accountable.
try, our livelihood, etc. was all"
The list goes on and on, and
The students, the administrathreatened if we failed to act.
the only reason the .media focus- tion and the alumni are all
. Let's hope he doesn't go zero_ for
es on these executives in particwatc~g over their shoulders
two.
ular is because the financial
. and if they don't perform, they're
In the middle of all the talk of · market is being hit the hardest
gone.
economic disaster and a possible currently.
On a small scale, John
great depression, there's one
But the problem doesn't end
McCain has a great idea for the
constant that e\reryone agrees
with financial companies - not
current economic mess.
needs a serious·overhaul, but no
by a long shot. Closer to home
Before the government gives
one can agree on what the right
we have three of the 10 highest
you or your company a single
answer is.
paid college presidents right in
dollar in bailout money, you are
It's possibly the biggest stipu- our_own backyard
going to agree to have your
lation in the disagreements over
During the 2006-07 school
salary capped at $400,000, the .
the bailout package because
year, University of Florida Presi- equivalent of the highest paid
everyone has their own opinion - dent Bernie Machen received
government employees.
on the topic. The issue is CEO
$751,725 in total compensation,
Yet, we have to ask the quesand high-level executive salaries. . Florida State University
tion: Why stop there? Why not
So many people are outraged
President TK. Wetherell
mandate that all CEOs of pubat the amount of money chief
received $702,127 and UCF Pres- licly traded companies have
their salaries capped at
·
executives often walk away with. ident John Hitt received
In essence, they are paid hand- · , $684,708.
$400,000?
somely for failing and thati's the
We aren't saying that they
It would stop corporate greed
way it has been for 20 years.
have driven their respective
and excessive severance packYou always hear the term
schools into the ground like the
.ages for those who ·don't per"golden parachute" and if you
financial institution executives
form.
don't know exactly what that
did, but some amount of scrutiWe honestly believe that
means, it is a severance package
ny should be brought to the
everyone - no matter who-you
that typically provides ousted
value of their leadership.
are or where you come from CEOs three times their annual
Over the last year, we have
should be rewarded based on
pay, bonuses and pensions, and
seen mass layoffs, hiring freezes,
performance. Failure should not
they often include perks like
enrollment caps and exorbitant
be acceptable at that leveJ for
any organization.
·
health insurance that last.well
bu9,get windfalls, and while the
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com orfax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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All you copimoners, ·
meet your new king
The UCF Football team
consume the body of Venson.
Brandon Marshall plays so
may be mired in a three-game
well because if he doesn't, then
losing streak, but there is at
least·one beacon of glorious
Jason Venson will come for him.
light roaming in the defensive
Jason Venson is so pretty.
secondary..
·
·
Medusa turned into Adriana
While the seven people
Lima when he looked at her.
who read this column know
Charles Barkley sees Jason
Venson midgolf swing.
my mostly negative copy,
U(::F plays three styles of
allow me to diverge for about
500words.
PADRICK BREWER defense. The 3-4, the 4-3 and the
Editor-In-Chief
Perhaps the most imporJason Venson.
tant person in the history of
, Usain Bolt gets a 99-meter
the world is enroll!;Xl at UCF.
head_start against Jason Venson. And
loses.
.
His name is Jason Venson, and he is
Michael Phelps listens to Jason Venawesome.
Venson is what happens when you try son before he swims.
to fill an eight-gallon jug with 10 gallons
Lil Wayne listens to Jason Venson
before he raps.
of awesome.
Celine Dion listens to Jason Venson
And ~ t is just the beginning.
before she sings.
Jason Venson once bowled a 350.
·Jason Venson is the inspiration for the
Jason Venson shot a 17 during a round
at Augusta .
Friday the 13th movies.
Space shuttle material is modeled
Mr.Tis imitating Jason Venson. ·
UCF professor Henry Daniell, Ph.D.,
after Jason Venson's skin.
Jason Venson once put a football into
gets all his ideas from Jason Venson.
orbit and.called it.Pluto.
Jason Venson once hit for the cycle.
Twice. In one at-bat
Lance Armstrong won seven consecutive Tour de France titles. Jason Venson
Jason Venson once dunked from the
won all the other ones.
free-throw line. Of the other side of the
Jason Venson played offense once. He
court
Jason Venson once dunked on Manute went to Mississippi Valley State under
, Bol, who was on Shawn Bradley's shoulthe pseudonym Jerry Rice.
ders.
·
The Reisman Trophy is given to the
NASCAR started because people were · second-best college football player each
thinking of ways to get away from Jason
year. Jason Venson routinely wins the
. / Jason Venson trophy, awarded solely to
Venson faster.
Jason Venson broke the Law of ConJason Venson.
servation. He has destroyed plenty of
Jason Venson once met Chuck Norris.
That's why Norris writes sissy Christian
matter.
.
The only thing sharp enough to cut
self-help books.
Jason Venson once robbed himself of
diamonds is Jason Venson's chiseled jaw
line. ·
his own home run.
·
Jason Venson invented the turducken.
Jason Venson wears white gloves ·
Jay-Z retired from rap because he
.because everything he touches turns to
awesome.
heard Jason Venson was releasing an
Jason Venson was all eight U.S. players album. '
during the Ryder Cup.
The last time Jason Venson really tried
to jump, he landed and broke up Pangea
It .is common for the U.S. men's basketball team to practice 11 against Jason
In 1927, Congress wanted to put Jason
1 Venson. It is also common for the team to
Venson's face on Mt Rushmore. The face
lose45-0.
·
.·
of the mountain was neither strong
enough nor sharp enough to adequately
Jason Venson once scored a hat trick.
portray Venson's visage.
On one shot
Jason Venson holds the world record
The NCAA allowed a one-day transfer
in the 100-meter dash. It is .01 seconds.
for Jason Venson to Oregon State last
Thursday.
Jason Venson once stopped to smell·
. the roses. It was in 1929.
If there is any.hope for the Knights to
Jason Venson would be in the NFL,
have anything close to an enjoyable season, it won't come from true freshman ·
but the league can't figure out what goes
quarterback Rob Calabrese or any of the
higher than No. l overall
Webster Cook wasn't showing the
running backs.
It will come from the unyielding will
Eucharist to a friend He was afraid Jason
Venson would show up and force him to
ofJason Venson.

READER VIEWS

Rep. Tom Fe~ney
is good for Florida
The recent Stance of the Central
Florida Future amounts to the smearing of a good public servant, who was
been called a Taxpayer Hero by the
Citizens Against Government Waste,
and a Defender of Economic Freedom
by the Club for Growth.
It is no secret that Tom Feeney is a
conservative Republican who supports
limited government, free enterprise,
tracQ.tional values and a strong national
· defense. While the Future calls these
views ideologically _oppressive, conservatives have won five out of the past
seven presidential elections, which
confirms America's center-right
majority. This majority shares these .
values that Tom Feeney champions
and this paper obviously holds in contemRt.
The author points out cherrypicked votes, while butchering the
facts and providing no context to the
issues. But the most serious charge,
being provided a golf junket in 2003 by
disgraced former lobbyist, Jack

Abramoff, has been done least amount
of justice in the editorial.
Tom Feeney, who had been in office
for seven months, admits he made a
rookie mistake in not thoroughly
investigating how the.golf trip was
funded. Politicians typically don't like
to apologize, especially'in front of tens
of thousands of viewers, but Feeney
makes dear that it's important to be
"honest even when you make a. mistake." One rookie mistake should not
bar anyone from public service: the
people of his district have made this
clear by re-electing him in 2004 and
2006.
In Congress, Tom Feeney has been
a chall)pion of education reform and
returning control of budgets to states
and local school boards. As a UCF student, reforming the education bureaucracy and improving American academic competitiveness is important to
me. I will be supporting Tom Feeney
because he has been a champion of
empowering states and communities,
and working to restore the power of
government to the people.
- JUSTIN YORK
CHAIRMAN OF THE UCF COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
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THE UCF SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENl TRANSPORTATION ,
SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
RESIDENT
COMMUNITIES AND UCF, WITH. .
.
SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK.

(

.

CAMPUS STOPS

ROUTES
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
. #8
#9

Pegasus Landing.......................................................................... Student Union
Boardwalk, College Station, Addison Place.............................~ Millican HalVWelcome Center
Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments.................................. Transit Center/Education Bldg
Campus Crossings, Alafaya Qub, Pegasus Pointe..................~.... Millican HalVWelcome Center
Village at Science Drive, HR, Park n Ride lots........................... Health Center/Biology Bldg
Northgate Lakes, Tivoli............................................................._ HPA/Engr I & II
Collegiate Village Inn (CVI)................:...................,.................... Transit Center/Education Bldg
Riverwind at Alafaya Trail.........~................................................ HPA/Engr I & 11
Research Park/Knights Landing................................................. Health Center/Biology Bldg

The shuttle runs approximately every 15 minutes.
(each way) from 7 a.m. to 10 p;m•.(Fall & Spring).
*SHUTTLE OPERATES ON ClASS DAYS ONLY (EXCEPT SATURDAYS) *NO SHUTTLE SERVICES AFrER 8PM ON FRIDAYS

(IST/OTC/P-1/P-2/RP/BRA/UT/HR 0/F lots)
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Parking may be a,challeng·e during the . beginhing of each semester. Park at our
· off-site parking lots conve~iently located at .
Research Park. Free_UCF Shuttles
continuously transport pass·engers every 15
· · mi_nutes to and from Partnership II, the
-Orlando Tech Center, a.nd our on campus
Hea_lth Center stop (lot C3 ). Service is also
available on Game days.
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The operat~ng hours are
from 7 a.m. to 1o·p.m. {Fall & Spring).
.
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for ·Mon. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX, Dis. cover, Cash, Check

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Monday - Friday
9 a.m.. - 5 p.m.

·407-447-4555 • .www.Kni_ghtNewspapers.com/classifieds
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6CIO Travel'
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Want-eel

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >11007ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcepter.com

Translators Sought
for English to Chinese, Arabic and
Hindi. Excellent language skills
required. For information contact
bookofcontext@'aol.com.

125
Dance Teacher Needed
to teach classes in Jazz, Hip Hop.Tap
or Lyrical. Beg-advanced,childrenadult. Gymnastics coach also needed.
Exp. and ref. required. Call 321-3834075

•
MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office

Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our office by 5pm
• Off Friday and Saturday nights
• About 16-20 hours/wk
• $8&up

Call Donna

407-671-7143
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in a young girrs life?

BECOME AMENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE
MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM!
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in.the grid so
that every row,
column and,3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

2

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Accumulate
6 Sign of healing
1O Ostrich cousins
14 "The- Count of
.Cristo"
15 Musical medley
16 Up in smoke
17 Swallowed
18 Crooner Perry
19 As soon as
20 Slammin'
Sammy
21 News tidbit
22 Canasta play
23 Funny Jay
25 Arguments .
27 "Be. prepared"
grp.
30 Uttleblows
32 Put on
33 Lockheed
Martin's.field
36 Uses a sieve.
40 Horn sound
41 Thickset ·
43 Actor Gross
44 Goes over the
edge
46 Forecaster, of
sorts
48 Stick up
50 Orlando or
Randall
51 Ritzy rock
52 Munitions depot
'56 Pain in the neck
58 Grooves
59 Military post
61 SP!Jd
65 Historic periods
66 Concept
67 Writer Jong
68 "_ That Tune"
69 Zest
70 Nocturnal fliers
71 Austrian range
72 Places
73 Lower oneself

$450/mo plus utilities. Clean & quiet
roomlT)ate wanted, shared bathroom,
beautiful house next to UCF owned by
UCF student. 2nd month 1/2 off rent

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
MALE OR FEMALE·
Two rooms available In a 3/2 house.
ALL UTILITIES INCLD. Bathroom is
shared. Great for friends.
Located 5 mlns· from UCF off Dean
Road and University.
Rent - $495 each room
Deposit - $300 each room
Contact Patrick at
407.719.9580
or email JpwaldenJr@hotmall.com
Roommate to share 3/2 house. .
Room 11x11 all util. incl. Full kitchen,
· clean roomates only, no pets
$510/rpo Oviedo 2 mi from UCF,
407-929-6598 Branks99@yahoo.com
AVALON PARK, 1 room w/prlvate bath
in a 4/3 house. $500/month all utilities
included. Large common areas close ·
to UCF and Waterford Lakes area. Call
Alex 843-298-2074

Female wanted for 2/1 ASPA. $450
Util. incl.Furnished room! Nice female
roommate. Across from UCFI C~II
Brittany 954-294-58~1

DOWN
1 lowacity
2 Lamentation
3 Feed the Kitty
4 Piller
5 Mailers
6 Person with
an aggressive
disoraer

for mo,., mffl1mut1011 C1mlutl fr<e Sam tJI Girt Sumi~uf (,C,u) r inmflf

401 S96 4Jl5ert 11Jlo,nwll t/11111 IJ'> 014
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Female roommate wanted ASAP to
share a beautiful house in Waterford
lakes with 2 other girls. No smoking,
' must clean up after yqurself. $500 a
month plus utilities. Call 305-206-3831

NEVER SALES

$9

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
platement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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DIGITAL SALES POSITION
OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible for the ·
sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus .
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers a percentage of what .is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
' local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sa,les presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful ,
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to research and
understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising ·
objectives.
, Requirements
· Sales experience and high achievers
in selliAg Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability.to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing skills
with t1jgh .attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send ·
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com. ·
Equal Opportunity Employer:

HM!A
First issue:
Each addl issue:
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Full-Time

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6!j20 x 107.
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100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Tone
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time

HELP WANTED:

100

•

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

10/1/08

@ 2008 Tribuna Madia,Sarvicoa., Ines.
All rights reserved...

7 Congeal
8 Pointed, as a
. · gun
9 Flourished
1o Narcissus
11 -Water Lilies•
painter
12 Sam, for cine
13 Burpee order
24 Fuzzy textures
26 Derek and
Diddley
27 Chester A.
RIiey's sitcom
daughter
28 Spotted
29 Surface size
31 Scurry
34 Weighs heavily
upon
35 Henry James
· novel;-with "The"37 Aquatic cwaker
38 Use a keyboard
39 Appear
.
42 Particular hue
45 Word in
sequels
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Last issue solved
47 Methods
49 Infants
52 Place for combat
53 Bucolic
54 Postal sticker
55 Long-handled
spoon

57 Fortune cards
60 Bu(:ket in a
car? .

62 Mambo king
Puente
63 Canyon reply
64 Hoarse sound

Solution "nd new.puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Accudata Market Research
is currently looking for peqple·
with diabetes to provide
feed back on the usability of the
new investigational insulin
delivery device by simulating
using it. No needle sticking on
your body will be involved.
To be eligible for
the study you need to:

F.OQ1'1BALL; SCQRES
8NY01Jft
EEC!£
PAONE
FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

• Have Type 1 or 2 diabetes
• Inject mealtime insulin at least 2x a day
• Inject basal insulin at least 1x a day
• Not be employed in the medical field or research

The study will consist of 3 visits which will last a total of about 3.5 hours

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF

AND YOU WILL BE PAID $350.

•
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If you have diabetes, or know someone who does that
may be interested, please contact: Abby at 407-282-3770 .

Knights.

Text stop to end at.
any time.

How Do I Text UCi=KNIGHTS to 44~36?

The Student Newspaper ot"/}(f si1Ke 1968

faa

Receive FREE, real-tirrie scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central

.P-1 Florida Future. Just text a keyword. like UCFKNIGHTS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
•
'"<j=arrier text messaging rates apply
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